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Abstract
We will introduce the nine most common mistakes Chinese researchers make in academic writing. We will start with statistics showing the breakdown of errors by category. These mistakes can lead to a reviewer recommending “major revision” or “rejection” of a well-researched paper. How can these errors be corrected? This speech will explain how to rewrite each sentence. Examples of each error are given along with corrections. At the conclusion, listeners will be able to avoid these common errors and greatly increase their chances of journal acceptance. The errors are as follows:

1. Overuse of the passive voice
2. Using nouns instead of verbs
3. Overusing weak verbs
4. Overusing sentences that begin with “It” or “There”
5. Using unclear pronoun references
6. Redundancy and unnecessary words
7. Using the inappropriate verb tense
8. Omitting comparisons
9. Subject and verb disagreement
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